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ABSTRACT 

 

The research is proposed to analyze the conviction of love of Beth’s personality 

with Psychoanalityc Approach. The objectives of this study are to analyze the 

When in Rome movie based on Psychoanalytic approach and analyze the movie 

based on its structural elements. The study is a descriptive qualitative study, using 

the movie of Mark Steven Johnson’s When in Rome as the object of the study. 

There are two kinds of data sources used in this analysis, namely primary and 

secondary data source. The technique of the data collection in this research is 

library research. The researcher Beth’s id, ego, and superego. Based on the 

analysis, the outcomes of this study show that Beth’s character is described as a 

woman who waxes enthusiastic in work but not in love. She does not want to make 

a romantic relationship with other people until she meets Nick when she is in 

Rome. Nick makes Beth find her conviction of love again and want to make a 

great relationship with Nick. 

Key words: conviction, love, and psychoanalytic approach 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Love is an emotion of strong affection and personal attachment. Every 

person has love feeling. Love can make someone laugh and cry. Love is a natural 

feeling that everybody has it. Love may also be described as actions towards 

others based on compassion, or as actions towards others based on affection. Love 

has power that makes someone struggle for their life and make their loving person 
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happy. For example, parents will always work hard for their children, a husband 

will always makes his wife happy and does not want to see his wife cry. It is the 

power of love to make the loving person happy. 

 Love has many definition based on its context. Love may refer 

specifically to the passionate desire and intimacy of romantic love, to the sexual 

love, to the emotional closeness of familial love or love is often applied to close 

friendships. Love may be understood as a part of the survival instinct, a function 

that keeps human beings together against menaces and to facilitate the 

continuation of the species. 

The process of author‟s creation is the legitimate objects of the 

psychologist investigation (Wellek and Warren, 1956: 90). They classify the poet 

according to psychological and psychological types. They describe his mental ills 

and they come from unliterary document or it may be drawn from the work itself. 

One of American director and writer is Mark Steven Johnson who was 

born in Hastings, Minnesota, United State. He graduated from California State 

University. He has directed and co-written the two comic book based films 

Daredevil and Ghost Rider. His early writing credits are for the film Grumpy Old 

Men and its sequel Grumpier Old Men. He is often given credit for writing the 

screenplay for the Marvel film Elektra, but he only produced an earlier draft not 

used for the finishing film. He is a director and writer for Simon Birch (1998), 

Daredevil (2003), Ghost Rider (2007), and When in Rome (2010). 

When in Rome is a 2010 American romantic comedy film directed by 

Mark Steven Johnson, co-written by Johnson, David Diamond as well as David 
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Waissman, and starring Kristen Bell and Josh Duhamel. It premiered in the United 

States on January 29, 2010. This movie took place in New York. The duration of 

this movie is 91 minutes. The cost to make this movie is approximately 

$43,042,835. The music as soundtrack in When in Rome movie is created by 

Christopher Young. The 3OH!3 music video for "Starstrukk Remix" featuring 

Katy Perry was set around motifs seen in and clips around When in Rome, and the 

song was on the film's soundtrack. The Friday Night Boys used clips from the 

movie in their music video for "Stupid Love Letter", which was featured on the 

movie soundtrack and in some of the previews for the movie. This movie is 

distributed by Touchstone Pictures and editing by Ryan Folsey. 

 When in Rome is a movie that tells about a successful and single 

Guggeinham art curator Beth is at a point in her life where love seems like a 

luxury she just can't afford. Years of waiting for the perfect romance have made 

Beth bitter. She tries to find her true love and her conviction of love again. She 

must face some problems including „fountain of love‟ myth to make her dreams 

come true. 

The writer discovers four reasons why choosing this movie. The first 

reason is When in Rome is interesting movie. It is meant that this movie has a 

setting in New York and Rome, so viewer can imagine the situation in the New 

York and Rome. Both of these cities have beautiful scenery with their culture and 

myth. The second reason is this movie has understandable story line because this 

movie has a simple story so the viewer can easy to understand this movie. The 

third reason is conflicting, the conflict here appears when Beth as a main 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristen_Bell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3OH%213
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starstrukk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katy_Perry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Friday_Night_Boys
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Stupid_Love_Letter&action=edit&redlink=1
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character tries to find her true love with conviction of her love until she 

meets with a man whose name is Nick. In this point, Beth must face some 

problems including “fountain of love” myth.  The fourth reason is this movie 

has a good moral message for viewer. When love walks toward us, people 

must catch it although they pass through a difficult way. In this movie, Beth 

tries to convince herself to believe in love again and want to catch her love 

again but because of the fountain of love myth and she must face of some 

problems. 

Concerning the idea which has been explained in the previous 

background of the study, there is one single problem that arises in this study 

namely: “How is conviction of love in Beth personality reflected in When in Rome 

movie?” 

2. Research Method 

 

The type of the study is descriptive qualitative research. “Qualitative 

research is a research which the data in the form of written or oral word are 

descriptively analyzes” (Moleong, 1989: 3). The descriptive qualitative research is 

a type of research which it research is not presented in digits or statistic. This 

research is proposed to identify the conviction of love in Beth personality in When 

in Rome movie directed by Mark Steven Johnson. Moleong provides the various 

steps of conducting qualitative study in his book.  

The steps of conducting this qualitative study are 1) determining 

the object of the research, 2) determining the source of data, 3) 

determining the method of data collection and 4) determining 

the technique of data analysis (Moleong, 1989: 3). 
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Data of the study is literary taken from two data sources, namely, 

primary and secondary. The primary data source is taken from the movie directed 

by Mark Steven Johnson entitled When in Rome published by Touchstone 

Pictures. The secondary data sources are materials taken from books and internet 

related to the study. 

The data collection is done through documentation or library research. 

Some steps of collecting data are: (a) watching the film repeatedly, (b) reading the 

script of that film, (c) determining the character that will be analyzed, (d) taking a 

note of the necessary part in both the primary and secondary data sources, and (e) 

taking notes from the material and some other resources to the movie and the 

analysis. 

In this study, the technique which is used to analyze the data is 

descriptive analysis. This technique describes the event better than the summary. 

It is begun with the author and his work, the structural analysis of the movie and 

finally psychoanalytic analysis of the movie. 

3. Findings and Discussion 

a. Structure of Beth Martin’s Personality 

According to Freud the personality is divided into three major systems, 

they are id, ego, and superego (Hjelle and Ziegler, 1992: 33). Although these 

aspects have each function, component, principle work and self dynamic, but they 

are having relationship each other. Id, ego, and superego are the unity and human 

being behavior is the result of these aspects.  
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Beth Martin is the major character that faces inner conflict in her life. 

The conflicts are caused by the contradiction of her id, ego, and superego which 

cause the disharmony of hopes and facts in his life. 

a) Beth Martin’s Id 

As the oldest and basic component of personality, the id is close touch 

with bodily process, and it divers from them the psychic energy powers the 

operations of all three systems (Hall, 1980: 33). 

The id always motives to avoid unpleased experiences or conditions. It is 

why the id called as a pleasure principle. To reach the pleasure, id has two ways. 

The first way is reflection action. It is automatic reaction of human being such as 

inhaling, coughing, sneezing and blinking. The second way is primary process. It 

deals with a psychoanalytic procedure that was complicated. It is type of mental 

activity that cannot distinguish between image and reality because the object 

which arises unreal but according to id, the object of primary process is real 

(Koswara 1991: 33).  

The first id appears when Beth always focuses about her job. In her mind, 

she just thinks about her job as curator of Guggenheim. She wants to do the best 

for her job because she loves her job. 

Beth: I just need to work... I need to focus on what‟s real right 

now...(WIR: 86) 

 

The second id appears when Beth does not want to make a relationship 

with someone. She feels disappointed with love. She wants to live without love. 

Beth does not want romance in her life because she always fails in her 

relationship. 
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Beth : My life is fine the way it is. Better than fine! I am the 

youngest Curator in the history of the Guggenheim. I don‟t 

have time for a relationship right now.(WIR : 6) 

Beth : I don‟t want romance in my life. In fact, I‟m beginning to 

think great romance doesn‟t even exist.(WIR : 7) 

 

The third id appears when Beth feels that she is never happier in her life. 

She is treasured by her boyfriend and her parents were divorced. It makes her sad. 

Beth : I‟ve never been happier.(WIR : 10) 

 

The fourth id appears when Beth does not believe in love and a magic so 

she wants to break the spell of „fountain of love‟ myth. 

Beth : That‟s terrific. Listen, this joke you‟re playing on me is really 

funny. I mean, you got me! I don‟t believe in love and now 

I‟m up to my ass in it! Hah! But it‟s really starting to freak 

me out now, especially the magician, so could you call it 

off? (WIR : 56) 

Beth : I don‟t believe in magic.(WIR : 58) 

 

The fifth id occurs when Beth must finish her most important event of the 

year named The Board of Trustees Annual Circle of Gold and Beth as a curator of 

Guggenheim has big contribution for this event.  

Celeste: Soon we will be hosting the single most important event of 

the year. The Board of Trustees Annual Circle of Gold. As 

you all know, the Guggenheim succeeds or fails based on the 

contributions of our chief benefactors. They‟ll be expecting 

nothing less than the absolute best that the Guggenheim has 

to offer. (WIR: 10) 

 

Beth‟s id emerges when she feels tired to make a romantic relationship 

with someone. Someday, Beth‟s mother and father were divorced. It makes Beth 

not believe in love anymore. She spends her time life to work. She has a 

promising career as Guggenheim curator. She is a successful woman in job but 

not in love. 
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The biggest id of Beth personality rises when Beth faces the myth of 

„fountain of love‟. She does not believe in love. She must break the spell and her 

conviction of love must be tested to find her true love. 

b) Beth Martin’s Ego 

Ego is the personality system which guides into the objective reality 

because it is the only one of personality systems which has connection with the 

real world (Koswara, 1991: 33-34). Ego evolves out of id to enable the organism 

to deal with reality (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 33). Here the ego has a function to 

express and satisfy the desire of the id in accordance with the reality (Hjelle and 

Ziegler, 1992: 89).  

In Beth‟s life, she just focuses on her job. Her ego is she wants to do the 

best for her job because it is a promising job for her life. 

In Beth‟s heart, she does not believe in love. Her ego realized she will 

not get a romantic relationship.  

Beth : I don‟t want romance in my life. In fact, I‟m beginning to 

think great romance doesn‟t even exist.(WIR : 7) 

 

Her id rises when Beth loves Nick and wants to make a romantic 

relationship with him. The ego sees that Beth wants to invite Nick to enjoy 

champagne together after the party. 

...Beth sits alone at a table, a half empty bottle of champagne in front 

of her. She spots Nick walking out to the piazza alone. Maybe it‟s 

the champagne, maybe it‟s Rome...but she finally gives in to it 

all.(WIR: 31) 

 

Beth‟s id appears when she never feel happier in her life especially in 

love life but she must face the „fountain of love‟ myth. It makes Beth unhappy. 

The ego sees when Beth chooses to focus in her work as Guggenheim curator.  
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Beth: It‟s helped me to prioritize my life. Rather than waste my time 

chasing a fairy tale, I‟m focusing on my work. And you 

know what? (WIR: 10) 

 

The id rises up again when she does not believe in magic. The ego is seen 

when Beth has to break the spell of „fountain of love‟ myth by returning the coins 

into the fountain but she cannot back to Roma as soon as possible because she has 

a show. 

Umberto: You must return the coins. 

Beth     : I have my show in two days! I can‟t just jump on a plane to 

Rome to throw coins back in a fountain!(WIR: 59). 

 

The id occurs when Guggenheim will be hosting for the most important 

events of the years entitled The Board of Trustees Annual Circle of Gold. Beth as 

a curator of Guggenheim has big contribution for this event. The ego is Beth 

wants to attend her sister‟s wedding in Rome. 

Beth: I‟m... I‟m going to Rome. Didn‟t... Rebecca tell you? (WIR: 

12) 

Beth: It‟s all last minute, I know. But it‟s my sister‟s wedding. I 

have to be there.(WIR: 13) 

 

Beth asks a permission to Celeste as a director of Guggenheim Museum 

to attend Joan‟s wedding in Rome. Celeste gives Beth permission but she must 

finish her job. 

c) Beth Martin’s Superego 

Superego is the sociological aspect that represents the moral branch of 

our functioning, containing the ideals we strike for the punishment (guilt) we 

expect when we have gone against our ethical code (Pervin, 1984: 76). 
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Beth‟s id appears when she just focuses on her work and the ego realized 

that she must do the best for her job. The superego is Beth is a successful woman. 

She becomes the youngest curator of Guggenheim Museum.  

Beth: My life is fine the way it is. Better than fine! I am the youngest 

Curator in the history of the Guggenheim. I don‟t have time 

for a relationship right now.(WIR: 6) 

 

Beth‟s id rises when she does not believe in love and the ego realizes that 

she will not get a romantic relationship. The superego realizes that she tries to 

open her heart to Nick and believe Nick. 

Beth‟s id rises when Beth loves Nick and wants to make a romantic 

relationship with him. The ego rises when Beth wants to invite Nick to enjoy 

champagne together after the party. The superego is seen when Beth feels 

disappointed with Nick because Beth saw Nick kiss another woman and Beth 

thinks that Nick is under a spell.  

Beth‟s id is seen that she does not believe in magic and the ego is seen 

when Beth must break the spell of „fountain of love‟ myth by returning the coins 

into the fountain, she can not back to Rome as soon as possible because she has a 

show. The superego is she must turn back the coins that she picked up from the 

fountain to the owners of coin without she must back to Rome. 

Joan: Beth! It‟s me! Listen, Umberto talked to his Nana, who is, like, 

three hundred years old, and she said the only way to break 

the spell is to return the coins- 

Beth: I told you, I can‟t just drop everything and fly back to Rome. 

Joan: You don‟t need to. She said if you return the coins to their 

owners you‟ll return the love as well.(WIR: 89). 

 

Beth‟s id appears when she never feels happier in her life especially in 

love life. The ego is seen when Beth chooses to focus in her work as Guggenheim 
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curator. The superego is Beth must face the „fountain of love‟ myth although she 

never believes in magic. 

The id occurs when Guggenheim will be a hosting of the most important 

event of the years entitled The Board of Trustees Annual Circle of Gold. The ego 

is seen when Beth must attend her sister‟s wedding in Rome. The superego is 

Beth tries to ask the permission to Celeste and Beth will be able to finish her duty 

in Rome. Beth has a duty when in Rome, she must give the report about 

everything that Beth is doing for the event. Beth is promising that she will be in 

Rome for two days and will finish as well as possible. 

b. Conviction of Love in Beth Personality 

Conviction is a strong belief. Conviction also has a meaning as 

immovable belief that no need for proof or evidence. Conviction appears from 

someone‟s heart and mind. People who have a conviction in their heart and mind, 

especially conviction of love, they will make their dream of love come true. 

Conviction also makes people take care their relationship with other people. 

Beth‟s conviction of love occurs from her desire to try open her heart to Nick after 

she is broken heart with ex-boyfriend. From conversation above, Beth tries to 

open her heart to Nick. Beth tries to throw away her negative thinking about Nick. 

Beth wants to invite Nick to enjoy champagne time together and Beth hopes that 

they will more talk each other. She thinks that it is a chance to make a relationship 

with someone after she is broken heart with her ex-boyfriend. The conviction is 

also seen in the end of the story when Beth wants to marry with Nick, Beth meets 

with Lance whom gives her a poker chip. It makes Beth confused because in her 
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conviction, Nick is the owner of poker chip. Beth believes that Nick is still under 

a spell. She does not want to marry with someone who loves her because 

influenced by a spell. But in the fact, Nick never throws the poker chip into the 

fountain. So, Nick is not under a spell. Nick tries to make Beth believe with it. In 

the end of story, Beth‟s conviction brings her to make a great relationship with her 

special someone. 

c. Discussion 

After analyzing the major character‟s personality elements, such as id, 

ego, and superego, it can be concluded that each of them possesses important 

rules in building the macro character‟s mental condition. The relationship between 

each element is important to comprehend too. It is important to bring them into 

the analysis discussion. 

In When in Rome, Mark Steven gives attention to the personality 

elements especially Beth as the major character. Beth faced her conflict between 

her id, ego, and superego inside her personality. 

Beth is a woman who works in Guggenheim Museum as curator. She just 

focuses on her job. She wants to do the best for her job. The ego brings her to be a 

successful woman and be the youngest curator in Guggenheim.  

Beth has a promising job as curator of Guggenheim Museum. She has a 

lot of duty. Guggenheim will be a hosting for the most important event of the 

years entitled The Board of Trustees Annual Circle of Gold. Beth has big 

contribution for this event. She must prepare the paints that will be displayed. The 

paints must be up to date and it is never being displayed in previous event. The 
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ego appears when she must attend her sister‟s wedding in Rome and the superego 

is she must finish her duty to report all of the thing that she have been done for the 

event to Celeste and she gets permission from Celeste to attend her sister‟s 

wedding. Beth is promising to do it well. 

She does not believe in love and her id made her believe that she can 

believe in love someday when she meets a right man, her superego realized that in 

fact she loves Nick. She met Nick when in Rome in her sister‟s wedding. They are 

talking a lot of thing about their life and dance together in the party. It makes they 

fall in love. 

After the party, Beth tries to throw away her negative feeling about Nick. 

She wants to invite Nick to enjoy the champagne time and she hopes that in that 

night will occur the romantic moment between Nick and Beth. And the superego 

realized that Beth feels disappointed with Nick because Beth saw Nick kiss 

another woman and Beth thinks that Nick is under a spell. Beth feels jealous with 

Nick and does not want to see Nick again. In Beth‟s mind, it‟s enough for Beth to 

know about Nick. 

Beth never feels happier in her life especially in her love life. She always 

feels disappointed with her boyfriend. Her boyfriend makes her broken heart. Her 

parents are divorced. It makes Beth sad. Her love story is so sad, so she never 

feels happy. The ego realized that Beth is focusing in her work as curator. She has 

a promising career as young curator. It is the way to forget her sadness about love. 

Someday, Beth meets Nick in the Joan‟s wedding. Nick is a kind man and Beth 

falls in love with Nick. Beth wants to know all about Nick but Beth sees Nick kiss 
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another woman. It makes Beth jealous. Beth is climbing a fountain and expresses 

her feeling to the fountain. Beth sees many coins in the bottom of fountain and 

pick up some coins from it. Beth does not know the fountain has a myth. The 

myth says that the owner of the coin will fall in love with someone who pick up 

the coin from the fountain. The Beth superego appears when she must face the 

„fountain of love‟ myth although she never believes in magic. 

Beth‟s id always forces her feeling to believe in love. Someday, she must 

face the „fountain of love‟ myth. Because she feels disappointed with love, she 

takes some coins from the fountain. After that, she meets people that fall in love 

with her. It makes her confused. She gets information from her sister that actually 

she must not take a coin from the fountain. To break the spell, Beth must turn 

back the coin into the fountain but she has a show in her office so she can not fly 

back to Rome. Her sister gives another way to break the spell. The way is Beth 

must return the coin into the owners. 

The Beth‟s conviction of love rises when she tries to open her heart to 

Nick. In her feeling, Nick is a special man. In the first time they were met, Beth is 

falling in love with Nick. Beth believes that she can make a romantic relationship 

with Nick and Nick can bring her to the happiness. 

The conviction of love in Beth personality appears again in the end of the 

story when Beth wants to marry with Nick, Beth meets with Lance whom gives 

her a poker chip. It makes Beth confused because in her conviction, Nick is the 

owner of poker chip. Beth believes that Nick still under a spell. She does not want 

marry with someone who love her because influenced by a spell. But in the fact, 
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Nick never throws the poker chip into the fountain. So, Nick is not under a spell. 

Nick tries to make Beth belief with it. In the end of story, Beth‟s conviction brings 

her to make a great relationship with her special someone. 

Mark Steven makes a good relation between id, ego, and superego in 

Beth‟s personality. In conclusion, When in Rome finds the moment when Beth 

tries to open her heart to someone and wants to make a great relationship with 

him, and then she meets Nick and successfully has a great love with Nick. 

4. Conclusion 

The researcher can take some conclusions from the analysis as it has 

been discussed above, the researcher uses the psychoanalytic approach to analyze 

the data of the research. 

Firstly, the structural elements of When in Rome movie present unity. It 

employs a simple plot in order to make it easier to understand. The movie begins 

with the exposition followed by conflict and climax, and ended by resolution. 

Naturally, humans tend to have problem in their life. It motivates humans to solve 

their problem. They can be said successful when they can face the problem 

instead of avoiding it. Beside that, as human being it is normally to have an 

ambition. Beth Martin as the major character in When in Rome movie has an 

ambition to be a woman who has a great love and relationship with a man. In the 

beginning of the story, Beth feels disappointed with love. It influences her 

personality. She does not have a lot time to think about love and concentrate to be 

a successful woman in her work. Someday, she meets Nick and it makes her 

believe in love again. In this movie, Mark Steven Johnson wants to deliver a 
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moral message that the conviction can bring someone to the better life. In so 

doing the major character of Beth Martin successfully gets much impression for 

action movie. 

Secondly, based on the psychoanalytic analysis, it is apparent that in this 

movie Mark Steven Johnson reflects phenomenon of psychoanalytic that 

someone‟s conviction will bring her to better life. Beth Martin as the major 

character tries to raise her conviction, especially conviction of love to get a great 

romantic relationship. The conviction of love toward the major character reflected 

in When in Rome movie is the personality reaction. In this movie, it can be seen 

that the major character‟s personality has changed. 
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